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Part 1 - Summary 
This document sets out the BBC Trust’s decision to approve the BBC Executive’s plans 
to launch a temporary service and offers to cover the London Olympics in 2012. It also 
sets out why the Trust has decided that the plans do not represent a significant change to 
the UK Public Services and so do not call for a Public Value Test (“PVT”). 
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Part 2 – Temporary BBC service and offers 
to cover London 2012 Olympics 
The BBC Executive plans to extend the hours of BBC Three and launch a temporary 
digital radio service in summer 2012 to provide more coverage of the London Olympics 
to that offered on the BBC’s existing services. BBC Online will also offer around 1,000 
hours of non-broadcast video coverage in excess of its normal offer of such content for 
this period. 

We consider that coverage of major sports events, such as the Olympics, fits closely with 
the BBC’s role to promote the public purposes and so consider that the proposal to offer 
the temporary service and offers is fully in keeping with the BBC’s remit and mission.  

The Trust proposes to issue a service licence to set out the remit, scope and other key 
characteristics of the temporary radio service and will set out temporary amendments to 
the service licences for BBC Parliament, BBC Three and BBC Online for this period.  
 

The BBC Trust’s decision 
The Trust has decided that the proposed changes do not constitute a significant change to 
the UK public services under the terms of Clause 25 of the Agreement and that it is not 
necessary to apply a public value test (PVT) to these plans before approving them. 

The Agreement requires the Trust to apply a PVT before making any significant change to 
the BBC’s UK Public Services, which can include introducing a new service or 
discontinuing a service.  

In order for the Trust to decide whether the BBC Executive’s plans are significant, Clause 
25(2) of the Agreement provides four criteria for the Trust to consider in making this 
judgement: impact, financial implications, novelty and duration. The Agreement also 
requires the Trust to apply the presumption (which can be overridden) that opening a 
new service or changing the “key characteristics”1 of an existing service will need a PVT: 
clause 25(3). 

Having assessed the proposed temporary service and offers against these 
criteria, we have reached the conclusion that they do not represent a 
significant change to the BBC’s UK Public Services and so do not require a 
public value test.  

We are approving in outline the launch of this temporary service and offers. 
We will consult publicly on the radio service, as set out in its draft service 
licence, before finalising the terms of its service licence. 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                 
1 As set out in the service licence. 
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Fit with strategy 
 

The BBC’s mission is to inform, educate and entertain and its main object is to promote 
its public purposes. The Trust considers that coverage of major sports events, such as the 
London 2012 Olympics, fits closely with the BBC’s role to promote the public purposes 
and so is fully in keeping with the BBC’s remit and mission.  

 

Overview of the BBC’s plans for the London 2012 Olympics 

The BBC is the sole UK broadcaster of the London 2012 Olympics. The BBC has covered 
previous Olympics across a range of its services, but will use the opportunity of a UK-
based Olympics to offer licence fee payers even more comprehensive coverage across 
TV, radio and online.  

Specifically, the BBC committed, as part of the London 2012 bid to the International 
Olympic Committee to bring live coverage from every Olympic event to UK audiences. This 
will result in much more coverage being offered than during previous Olympics. 

The BBC plans to offer the following temporary service and offers for the 2012 Olympics: 

– An extension to BBC Three’s broadcast hours on all digital TV platforms to allow 
it to offer Olympics coverage. The extended service will use spectrum normally 
used by BBC Parliament on DTT and some Red Button capacity on satellite.  
During this period 2 BBC Parliament will not be available on DTT but will remain 
available on all other platforms, including cable,   satellite and online. 

– a temporary digital radio service, available nationally on DAB radio and online 

– a temporary increase on BBC Online of non-broadcast live coverage, some or all 
of which may also be available on-demand. 

Alongside these temporary services, the BBC will use its permanent services including 
BBC One, Red Button and Radio Five Live to offer Olympics coverage. We expect this 
coverage to be within the existing approvals of those services, as set out in their service 
licences and so not to require approval from the Trust. 

Further detail on each of the offers is below. 

Television 

The BBC plans to extend the hours of BBC Three into daytime and to dedicate the 
channel predominately to Olympic coverage (although it will retain its hourly news 
bulletins and revert to its regular (non-Olympic) schedule at 23:00hrs) from just before 
until just after the Games (19 July to 12 August 2012).  

On DTT, the channel will recycle BBC Parliament bandwidth and BBC Parliament will be 
replaced with a holding slate during the Games.3  

Around £4.5m of cost will need to be allocated to the BBC Three service licence budget, 
taking the forecast budget in 2012 from 90.5% to 95% of its service licence baseline but 

 

                                                 
2 The UK Parliament, Northern Ireland Assembly, Scottish Parliament and Welsh Assembly will be in Recess. 
3   BBC Parliament will remain available on all other platforms. 
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not requiring any amendment to the approved service budget. This is subject to final 
budget planning for the financial year 2012-13 and for this event.  

Radio 

The BBC plans to launch a temporary additional national DAB radio stream using its 
existing DAB spectrum for around 20 days.  

During this time, Radio Five Live will continue to offer a mix of news and sport (including 
the Olympics). Five Live Sports Extra will broadcast live coverage of the Olympics, except 
when test match cricket takes place - two matches are expected during this time.  

The temporary station is projected to have a service licence budget of around £200,000. 
This is subject to final budget planning for the financial year 2012-13 and for this event. 
The service licence budget is the cost of content and is an allocation of those Olympics 
radio production costs generated by the temporary service.  

Online 

In addition to its normal online output, the BBC plans to offer around 1,000 hours of live 
Olympics video coverage which will not be shown on TV, but made available only on BBC 
Online; some or all of it may also be made available on demand. This enables the BBC to 
fulfil its commitment to the International Olympic Committee that it would bring every 
minute of Olympic action to UK audiences live as this would not be possible only by 
means of the BBC’s broadcast services. The offer of 1,000 hours of extra coverage is not 
within the current scope of the BBC Online service licence which only permits the 
service to offer “some” content which has not been broadcast. It requires a temporary 
change to the key characteristics of BBC Online as set out in its service licence and we 
are therefore including this offer in our assessment of significance. 

The offer does not require any other change to the BBC Online service licence. The 
costs of online video will be within the permitted parameter of spend against the 
approved and published service licence budget for BBC Online. 

 

Changes to service licences  
The Trust considers that the proposed temporary services and offers do not fit with the 
existing service licences in the following respects: 

– the temporary radio station will be regarded as a separate service by audiences 
and so should have its own service licence. 

– the extension of BBC Three’s hours and change to its scope to broadcast only 
Olympic sport; and the streaming of a high volume of non-broadcast Olympics 
coverage on BBC Online do not fit with the stated key characteristics of these 
services as stated in their service licences. 

Therefore, the proposed temporary services and offers require the issue of a new service 
licence for a temporary period and changes to the stated key characteristics of two other 
services.  
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Assessment of significance of the BBC’s plans 
Taking the four considerations (impact, financial significance, novelty and 
duration) into account, the Trust has decided that the proposed temporary 
services and offers to cover the Olympics will not have a significant impact on 
the BBC’s UK public services and do not require a public value test before 
approval. 

The Trust took a decision to suspend broadcast of BBC Parliament temporarily for the 
duration of the 2008 Beijing Olympics.4 The Trust views the proposal to suspend BBC 
Parliament again on DTT in 2012 for the duration of the Olympics in the same light, 
taking into account the fact that the UK’s parliaments and assemblies are in recess during 
this period. As in 2008, the Executive has committed that, should the British Parliament 
or any national parliament or assembly be recalled during this period, then transmission of 
BBC Parliament on DTT should resume. 

The Trust will note the temporary cessation of BBC Parliament on DTT alongside its 
service licence. 

 

Impact 

We considered the potential impact of the plans on audiences, the market and any others 
who may be affected. 

 

Impact on audiences 

We do not expect the temporary services to have a major impact on most 
audiences as they are targeted at keen followers of the Olympics who desire 
greater choice rather than at large mainstream audiences. 

We expect the London Olympics to have very broad appeal. BBC research showed that 
around three-quarters of the UK population claimed to “follow” the Beijing Olympics in 
2008 and we expect these figures to be considerably higher when the Olympics is based 
in London and when events are scheduled around the UK time zone. 

The BBC intends the main purpose of the temporary service and offer to be to add 
further choice of coverage for keen viewers and listeners. The services and offer will only 
be available for around three weeks, although during this period we would expect them 
to be promoted extensively by the BBC as parts of its television and radio Olympics 
coverage.  

The BBC will schedule Olympics events on BBC Three in preference to the Red Button 
service, as the channel will be dedicated to the Olympics and the BBC is not planning to 
offer any other programmes (with the exception of the sixty second hourly news 
bulletins) on BBC Three before 23:00hrs during the course of the Olympics.5 

The impact on audiences of removing the BBC Three usual schedule is expected to be 
minimal as BBC Three’s unique reach (i.e. those who watch no other BBC TV channel) is 

 

                                                 
4 The Trust’s decision to do so was recorded in its minutes published on the Trust website under Trust meeting 

minutes: http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/about/minutes/2008/19_march.pdf 
5  The service will revert to its regular (non-Olympic schedule after 23:00. 
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small (c. 120,000) which indicates most have other viewing choices, and the disruption to 
their usual viewing habits will anyway be temporary.  

With regard to the temporary radio service, we note that BBC audience research 
following the 2008 Beijing Olympics showed that TV is the main medium for this event. 
The audience share of Five Live, which was the BBC’s main radio outlet for Olympics 
coverage, was not noticeably affected during the Beijing event. 

The BBC will schedule Olympics coverage on the temporary radio service in preference 
to Five Live Sports Extra as it will be dedicated to this event and not be used for any 
other events during this period.  

Taking Five Live’s regular audience share of just under 5% and Five Live Sports Extra’s 
share of around 0.2% into account, we would expect the temporary service to attract 
well under 1% of listening, even at peak times. We would expect it to attract listeners 
primarily from Five Live and Five Live Sports Extra, rather than taking listening share from 
any BBC or commercial services which do not cover sports.   

 

The online offer of non-broadcast content is likely to be popular amongst keen 
followers of the particular sports and events. 

We have projected usage of the online-only coverage by taking levels of usage of online 
streaming of the Beijing Olympics into account. In 2008, there were 32m viewing requests 
for Olympics coverage in total, peaking at 2.1 million requests for live streaming at one 
time. This level was relatively high, and driven by the timing of many events taking place in 
Beijing during UK working hours when television coverage was less convenient to access.  

While we would expect a higher level of online usage in 2012, as the popularity of online 
media has grown (in particular mobile access), in this assessment, we are only considering 
the non-broadcast output, as online availability of broadcast output is covered by existing 
approvals.  

Taking these two factors into account, we project that usage of the online-only video 
coverage would be no more than, and probably lower than, usage of all online coverage in 
2008. 

It is possible that increased use of online video content could result in users going over 
their download limits and incurring additional costs from ISPs or mobile operators. 
However, we think that this impact is likely to be small as people are increasingly 
comfortable with the internet and mobile options available to them, and this is likely to be 
increasingly the case by 2012. 

 

Impact on the market and the others 

We do not think that the impact of the proposed temporary services and 
offers will be significant on the market or others. 

The impact on the market and others of the proposals being assessed in this document 
needs to be isolated from the fact that, within its current approvals, the BBC will be 
carrying a large volume of Olympic output. 

We do not anticipate the temporary television and radio offer and service will attract 
very high viewing or listening levels. Also, as set out below, any impact will be for a very 
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limited time period. We expect that audience reach and share will primarily be drawn 
from Olympics coverage on other BBC services, rather than from non-Olympics output 
on non-BBC services. Therefore, we do not expect the temporary services to have a 
major impact on other TV channels or radio stations. 

As BBC Three will use the DTT capacity currently used by BBC Parliament there will be 
no impact on other users of the multiplex or other users of cable or satellite distribution. 
The temporary radio service will use existing DAB capacity, so should not affect other 
DAB broadcasters. 

The streaming of around 1,000 hours of live non-broadcast content on BBC Online –
which may also be available on-demand - will primarily be niche events and sports.  

There is the potential for demand for this content to lead to a temporary uplift in demand 
on IP networks and internet service providers. However, the major impact on these 
stakeholders is from concurrency of demand – e.g. peaks in usage – and, given the 
expected niche appeal of the non-broadcast output, we do not expect there to be many 
or major peaks in usage of non-broadcast content. On this basis, we do not think there 
will be a major impact on the market or others from this offering. 

 

Financial implications 

The budget being allocated to these temporary services is a very low 
proportion of the BBC’s total content budget.  

The temporary services and offers are projected to require a content budget of around 
£4.7 million in total. (£4.5 million for the TV service; £200,000 for the radio service.) This 
would have represented 0.2% of the BBC’s total content spend in 2010/11. 

On this basis, we do not think that the temporary services and offers are of any 
significance in financial terms. 

 

Novelty 

The proposed temporary services and offers are not novel for the BBC.  

The BBC offers coverage of sports events on TV, radio and online throughout the year. 
The temporary TV, radio and online services and offers are not, therefore, novel or 
untested activities for the BBC, so do not represent any significant change to the UK 
public services in this respect.  

 

Duration 

The duration of the Olympics services and offers is very short. This is a key 
consideration in our decision that the overall impact of these proposals on the 
BBC’s UK public services is not significant. 

The temporary service and offers will operate for around 20 days in July and August 2012. 
In addition some or all of the content may be available online for up to seven days on-
demand. The short duration of the proposed services and offers is a key factor in our 
consideration of their overall significance. 
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